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Abstract:

This paper presents a combination of veri cation and conformance testing techniques
for the formal validation of reactive systems. A formal speci cation of a system - an input-output
automaton with variables that may range over in nite domains - is assumed. Additionally, a set of
safety properties for the speci cation are given under the form of observers described in the same
formalism. Then, each property is veri ed on the speci cation using automatic techniques (e.g., abstract interpretation) that are sound but not necessarily complete for the class of safety properties
considered here. Next, for each property, a test case is automatically generated from the speci cation
and the property and is executed on a black-box implementation of the system. If the veri cation
step was successful, that is, it has established that the speci cation satis es the property, then the
test execution may detect the violation of the property by the implementation and the violation of the
standard ioco conformance relation 18] between implementation and speci cation. On the other hand,
if the veri cation step did not conclude (i.e., it did not allow to prove or to disprove the property),
then the test execution may additionally detect a violation of the property by the speci cation.
The informations about the relative (in)consistencies between speci cation, implementation, and
properties are reported to the user as test verdicts. The approach is illustrated on the BRP protocol 9].
Key-words: symbolic veri cation, conformance testing, symbolic test generation
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Vrication et gnration de tests symboliques pour des proprits
de sret
Rsum : Cet article prsente une combinaison de techniques de vri cation et de test de conformit

pour la vri cation de systmes ractifs. A partir d'une spci cation formelle d'un systme ractif,
dcrit sous la forme d'un automate  entres-sorties tendu avec des variables portant sur des domaines
nis ou in nis, et d'un observateur (dcrit dans le mme formalisme) pour une proprit de sret,
la premire tape consiste  vri er automatiquement la proprit sur la spci cation par des techniques approches ( base d'interpretation abstraite) qui sont conservatives pour la classe de proprits
considre. Ensuite, un cas de test est automatiquement gnr et excut sur une implmentation
bote-noire du systme. Si la vri cation a permis d'tablir que la proprit est satisfaite par la spci cation, l'excution du cas de test peut dtecter des violations de la proprit par l'implmentation
et/ou la violation de la relation de conformit ioco 18] entre implmentation et spci cation. En
revanche, si la vri cation n'a pas permis d'tablir si la spci cation satisfait la proprit ou non (ce
qui peut arriver en pratique pour des systmes in nis), l'excution du cas de test peut, en plus, dtecter
la violation de la proprit par la spci cation. Les informations ainsi obtenues sur les comportements
relatifs de la spci cation, de l'implmentation, et de la proprit sont retournes  l'utilisateur sous
la forme de verdicts de test. L'approche est illustre sur le protocole BRP 9] de Phillips.
Mots cls : vri cation symbolique, test de conformit, gnration de tests symboliques
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1 Introduction
Formal veri cation and conformance testing are two well-established approaches for validating software
systems. Both approaches consist in checking the consistency of two representations of a system:
 formal veri cation typically compares an operational speci cation of the system with respect to
some higher-level required properties,
conformance testing 5, 1] compares the observable behaviour of a black-box implementation of
the system, with the corresponding behaviour described by an operational speci cation.
Conformance testing is typically performed by automatically deriving test cases from the speci cation,
and by running the test cases on the implementation to obtain test verdicts about the conformance
between the two representations of the system 3, 6, 12, 17, 18, 19].
For example, in 12], enumerative model-checking algorithms are employed for generating test
cases from an operational speci cation and so-called test purposes as guidelines for test selection.
Test generation consists in exploring a product between speci cation and test purpose, eliminating
nondeterminism, and incorporating verdicts into the result and the generated test cases check the
conformance between the implementation and the part of the speci cation selected by the test purposes.
An alternative approach is proposed in 15]. Rather than exploring the (large, or potentially in nite)
state space of the product between test purpose and speci cation, the product is kept in a symbolic
form. The resulting test cases are reactive programs that operate on symbolic variables, and exchange
values with the implementation by means of input/output actions carrying symbolic parameters.
In 16], we propose to integrate the veri cation of safety properties and conformance testing in a
formal validation methodology for reactive systems:






rst, the safety properties are automatically veri ed on the speci cation by model checking,
then, test cases are automatically derived from the speci cation and the properties,
nally, the test cases are executed on the black-box implementation of the system, which allows
to check the satisfaction of the properties by the implementation and the conformance between
implementation and speci cation.

The present paper proposes a symbolic approach that extends 16], very much like 15] extends 12]:


the veri cation and the test generation steps are symbolic, rather than enumerative



safety properties, rather than test purposes, are employed for test generation.

A major dierence between 16] and this paper concerns the decidability of the veri cation step. In the
nite-state framework of 16], the veri cation is decidable and is performed by model checking. In the
present framework that considers in nite-state systems and properties, the veri cation is undecidable
it is performed using automatic techniques based on abstract interpretation that are sound but, as a
price to pay for automation, are not necessarily complete for the class of safety properties considered
here. If the veri cation succeeds, then, the property is satis ed by the speci cation otherwise, the
status of the property is unknown, and the test generation algorithm has to take this into account.
Hence, the test execution produces verdicts, which may reveal one or several of the following situations:
 violation of the property by the speci cation,


violation of the property by the implementation,



violation of conformance between implementation and speci cation.
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The information obtained in this manner may be employed for detecting and xing errors in the
speci cation, the implementation, or the property. The veri cation and testing steps may be repeated,
until su cient con dence is gained about the consistency of the three representations.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the model of Input-Output Symbolic
Transition Systems (IOSTS) that we use for modeling all aspects of a system (speci cations, properties,
implementations, and test cases). An example (the sender of the BRP protocol 9]) illustrates the
model. In Section 3 we de ne several symbolic operations on IOSTS, together with some fairly standard
de nitions relative to veri cation and conformance testing using IOSTS as the underlying model.
Section 4 is devoted to de ning a symbolic test generation algorithm that takes a speci cation and a
safety property, and produces a test case for checking the conformance of an implementation with the
speci cation, and the satisfaction of the safety property by the implementation. As discussed above, the
test case may also detect violations of the property by the speci cation. The test generation algorithm
is proved correct, in the sense that the verdicts returned by test execution correctly characterise the
relations between implementation, speci cation, and property. As a by-product of the correctness
proofs we show that conformance to a given speci cation is equivalent to satisfaction of a safety
property, which can be expressed as an observer built from the speci cation as far as we know, this
rather general result connecting veri cation and conformance testing is new. In Section 5 we outline
a technique for statically eliminating parts of a test case from which violations of the property by the
implementation (arguably, the main goal of testing) cannot be detected any more. We show that this
optimisation preserve the correctness of test cases. Section 6 concludes and presents related work.

2 The IOSTS Model
The model of Input-Output Symbolic Transition Systems (IOSTS) is inspired from I/O automata 13].
Unlike I/O automata, IOSTS do not require input-completeness (all input actions enabled all the time).

Denition 1 (IOSTS) An IOSTS is a tuple hD  Q q0   T i where








D is a nonempty, nite set of typed data, which is the disjoint union of a set V of variables, a set
C of symbolic constants and a set P of parameters. For d 2 D, type(d) denotes the type of d.
 is the initial condition, a Boolean expression on V  C ,
Q is a nonempty, nite set of locations.
q0 2 Q is the initial location.

 is a nonempty, nite alphabet, which is the disjoint union of a set ? of input actions, a set !
of output actions, and a set int of internal actions. For each action a 2 , its signature sig(a)

is a tuple of types. The signature of internal actions is the empty tuple.
T is a set of transitions. Each transition is a tuple hq a  G A q i made of:
 a location q 2 Q, called the origin of the transition.
 an action a 2  called the action of the transition.
 a tuple hiii=1:::k of parameters such that if sig(a) = h#j ij=1:::l then k = l and 8i = 1 : : : k,
type(i ) = #i.
 a Boolean expression G on V  C  , called the guard.
 an assignment A, which is a set of expressions of the form (x := Ax)x V such that, for each
x 2 V , the right-hand side Ax of the assignment x := Ax is an expression on V  C  .
 a location q 2 Q called the destination of the transition.
0

2

0
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rn=0 & head=0
& max>=1 & bit=true
Wait_Req

l>head
REQ?(l)
last:=l
Send_File

head<last-1
ACK?
head:=head+1
rn:=0, bit:=not bit

pMsg=f[head] & pBit=bit
MSG!(pMsg,pBit)
rn:=rn+1

rn<max
tau1

tau2
rn:=0

Wait_Ack

rn=max
tau1

head=last-1
ACK?
head:=head+1

Send_Complete

head<last-1
NOT_OK!

head=last
OK!

head=last-1
DONT_KNOW!

Wait_Timeout2

Figure 1: : the Sender of the BRP Protocol.
Our running example is the speci cation of the BRP protocol 9], which was designed to safely transmit
les over an unsafe medium. The protocol uses a combination of alternating-bit and resend-on-timeout
mechanisms. Here, we are only interested in the sender of the protocol, which is represented in Figure 1.
The corresponding IOSTS has variables rn, head, last, and bit, symbolic constants max and f ,
and parameters l, pMsg, and pBit. Except for bit, pBit, and f all the other data are of integer type
bit is a Boolean modeling the alternating bit f (the le to be sent) is an array of integers pMsg is an
integer that models the current message being sent, together with the Boolean parameter pBit.
The variable last (resp. the constant max) stand for the number of packets in the le to be sent
(resp. the maximum number of retransmissions of a packet). The variable head indicates the current
packet (f (0) f (1), : : : ) to be sent, and the variable rn is employed for counting retransmissions.
Consider for example the transition with origin Send_File and destination Wait_Ack. It has
the output action MSG with parameters pMsg pBit, guard (pMsg = f head]) ^ (pBit = bit), and
assignment rn := rn + 1, bit := bit, f := f , head := head. In the graphical representation, the symbol
? (resp. !) denotes an input (resp. an output) action, and identity assignments (rn := rn) are omitted.
An IOSTS starts in the initial location with values of the variables and symbolic constants satisfying
the initial condition, and proceeds by ring transitions, updating the variables according to the guards
and assignments of the transitions red, and exchanging information with the environment through
input and output actions. For example, the sender of the BRP protocol (cf. Figure 1) initially waits
for a REQ input. On reception of this input with parameter l > head, the value of l is saved in the
variable last. Then, f (0) f (1),etc are sent to the receiver (output MSG) together with an alternating
bit. A packet may be acknowledged (input ACK ), or there may be a timeout (internal action 1 ),
PI n1640
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after which a the packet may be resent at most max ; 1 more times. Finally, the status of the whole
transmission is reported to the environment by an output action: either OK (all packets were sent and
acknowledged) DONT_KNOW (all packets were sent and all but the last were acknowledged, meaning
that either the last packet or the last acknowledgment were lost) or NOT_OK (some intermediary
packet was not acknowledged).

Semantics. More formally, a state is a pair hl vi where l is a location and v is a valuation for the

variables and the symbolic constants. The set of valuations is denoted V , and the set Q  V of states
is denoted by S . An initial state is a state hl0  v0 i such that l0 is the initial location and v0 satis es
the initial condition. The set of initial states is denoted S 0 . A valued action is a pair ha wi where a is
an (input, output, or internal) action and w is a valuation for the parameter(s) carried by the action.
Note that the values of parameters are not contained in states, but in valued actions to be memorised,
the values of parameters have to be assigned to variables, otherwise they are lost. The set of valued
actions is denoted by  it is the disjoint union of the set of valued inputs ? , valued outputs ! , and
valued internal actions int . The latter is identi ed with the set int of internal actions.
For t a transition of the IOSTS, the transition relation !t is the set of triples hs  s i 2 S   S ,
where s = hl vi, s = hl  v i are states and  = ha wi is a valued action such that l l , and a are
respectively the origin, the destination, and the action labeling t the values of variables, symbolic
constants and actions de ned by v, w satisfy the guard G of the transition t and the valuation v is
obtained from v w by executing the (parallel) assignments of transition t.
The global transition relation ! is != t !t , where T denotes the set of transitions of the
 s for (s  s ) 2!.
IOSTS. We write s !
0

0

0

0

0

S

0

0

2T

0

Denition 2 (behavior) A behavior fragment is a sequence of alternating states and valued actions
1 s !
2 s
n;1
 : s1 !
2
n 1 ! sn . A behaviour is a behavior fragment that starts in an initial state.
A state is reachable if itis the last state of a behaviour. For a sequence = 1 2  n of valued
actions,
n s
we sometimes write s ! s for there exist s1  : : : sn+1 2 S such that s = s1 !1 s2 !2 sn !
s.
n+1 =

;

0

For a set of states S

0

0

S of the IOSTS we write s ! S if there exists a state s
0

2S

0

0

such that s ! s .

Denition 3 (coreachability) A state s is coreachable for a set of states S if there exist

0

2

0



such that s ! S . The set of states that are coreachable for S is called the coreachable set of S .
0

0

0

We often identify a location q 2 Q with the set of states fhq vijv 2 Vg (V denotes
the set of valuations
 q and the notions of
of the variables and symbolic constants of the IOSTS). Then, the notation s !
reachable location and coreachable set of a given location are also de ned. A trace is the subsequence
of a behavior containing only what is externally visible, that is, valued inputs and valued outputs:

Denition 4 (trace) The trace of a behavior  is the projection of  on

. The set of traces
of an IOSTS S (i.e., the set of traces of all behaviours of S ) is denoted by Traces(S ).
!



?

3 Verication and conformance testing with IOSTS
This section sets the framework for veri cation and conformance testing with IOSTS. First, we present
a few operations on IOSTS, and then the satisfaction relation (for veri cation) and the conformance
relation (for conformance testing) between IOSTS are formally de ned.
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3.1 Parallel Product

The parallel product operation lets each system perform independently its internal actions and imposes
synchronization on the shared input and output actions. The operation is de ned for compatible IOSTS.

Denition 5 (Compatible IOSTS) For j = 1 2, the two IOSTS S j = hDj  j  Qj  qj0 j  T j i with
!
!
?
?
data Dj and alphabet j = ?j  !j  int
j are compatible if D1 \ D2 = , 1 = 2 , 1 = 2 ,
int
?
!
?
!
int
1 \ 2 = , and each a 2 1  1 (= 2  2 ) has the same signature in both systems.
Denition 6 (Parallel Product) The parallel product S = S 1 jjS 2 of two compatible IOSTS S 1 S 2
is the IOSTS hD P  Q q0   T i that consists of the following elements: V = V1  V2 , C = C1  C2 ,
int
P = P1  P2 ,  = 1 ^ 2, Q = Q1  Q2 , q0 = hq10  q20 i, ? = ?1 = ?2 , ! = !1 = !2, int = int
1  2 .
The set T of transitions of the composed system is dened as follows:


for each transition hq1  a  G A q 1 i 2 T 1 with a 2 int
1 and for each location of the form
hq1  q2 i with q2 2 Q2 , there is a transition of the form hhq1  q2 i a  G A hq 1  q2 ii in S 1 jjS 2 (and
similarly for all a 2 int
2 ),
0

0



for all transitions hq1  a 1  G1  A1  q 1 i 2 T 1 , hq2  a 2  G2  A2  q 2 i 2 T 2 with a 2 ?1 , let G12
(resp. A12 ) denote the expression obtained by syntactically replacing in G2 (resp. A2 ) each
parameter from 2 by the corresponding, same-position parameter from 1 . Then, in S 1 jjS 2
there is a transition hhq1  q2 i a 1  G1 ^ G12  A1  A12  hq 1  q 2 ii (and similarly when a 2 !1 ).
0

0

0

0

Lemma 1 (19]) Traces(S 1 jjS 2) = Traces(S 1) \ Traces(S 2 ).

3.2 Quiescence, and quiescent IOSTS

We here assume that the environment may observe not only outputs, but also absence of outputs (i.e.,
in a given state, the system does not emit any output for the environment to observe). This is called
quiescence in conformance testing 18]. On a black-box implementation, quiescence is observed using
timers: a timer is reset whenever the environment sends a stimulus to the implementation when the
timer expires, the environment observes quiescence. However, on a (white-box) speci cation such as
that depicted in Figure 1, quiescence is materialized by adding a special output action , which may
occur in a location if and only if no other output or internal actions are reable in that location.

Denition 7 (quiescent IOSTS) Given an IOSTS S with set of variables V , actions  = ?  ! 
int, and transitions T , the quiescent IOSTS S  is obtained from S by adding a new output action
to !, and, for each location l of S , a new self-looping transition, labeled with action , with identity
assignments (i.e., x := x for all variables x 2 V ), and whose guard is dened by the expression

^

a2int !

where

G(a) :

:G(a)

_
t= laGtAt lt0
h

9

(1)

: sig(a):Gt ()

(2)

i2T

Interpretation: The new output action may be red in a location l i no other outputs or internal actions may be red in l. Now, an action a may be red in l i there exists a transition
t = hl a  Gt  At  lt i 2 T with action a, and values for the parameters  carried by a (which can be
seen as a single vector value of type sig(a), cf. De nition 1) such that, by replacing the parameters 
0
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rn=0 & head=0 & max>=1 & bit=true
Wait_Req

DELTA!

l>head
REQ?(l)
last:=l

Send_File
head<last-1
ACK?
head:=head+1
rn:=0
bit:=not bit

pMsg=f[head] & pBit = bit
MSG!(pMsg,pBit)
rn:=rn+1

Wait_Ack

rn = max
tau1

rn>max
DELTA!

tau2
rn:=0

head=last-1
ACK?
head:=head+1

Send_Complete

head<last-1
NOT_OK!

rn<max
tau1

head>last+1
DELTA!

head=last
OK!

head=last-1
DONT_KNOW!

Wait_Timeout2

Figure 2: : the IOSTS Sender .
with their values, the resulting formula Gt () is satis able. Hence, Formula (2) takes the disjunction,
for all transitions t = hl a  Gt  At  lt i 2 T and valuations of 1 , of the formulas Gt ().
The result, denoted G(a) in Formula (2), gives the conditions on the system's variables and symbolic
constants, under which the action a is reable in l. Finally, Formula (1) says that may be red in l
i no other output or internal action is reable in l. Hence, it takes the conjunction of the negations
of all formulas G(a), for all a 2 int  !.
0

Example. For the IOSTS Sender depicted in Fig. 1, the IOSTS Sender is depicted in Fig. 2. In the
Send_File location, Formula (1) becomes :9hpMsg : int pBit : booli:(pMsg = f head] ^ pBit = bit),

which reduces to false. Similarly, in Wait_Timeout2, the 2 action is always reable, and Formula (1)
evaluates to false. Hence, is not reable in locations Send_File and Wait_Timeout2. On the other
hand, might be reable in the three remaining locations: Wait_Req, Wait_Ack, and Send_Complete.
For example, the guard of the -labeled transition on location Wait_Ack is rn > max, because: there
are two outgoing transitions labeled by an internal action (1 ), which have the guards rn = max and
rn < max, respectively and no outgoing transitions are labeled by outputs. (Of course, just as any
other action, is actually reable only if its guard actually evaluates to true in a reachable state.)
1

disjunction over all valuations of  is encoded using existential quantication.
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rn=0 & head=0 & max>=1 & bit=true
Wait_Req

DELTA!

l>head
REQ?(l)
last:=l

Send_File

head<last-1
ACK?
head:=head+1
rn:=0
bit:=not bit

pMsg=f[head]&
pBit=bit
MSG!(pMsg,pBit)
rn:=rn+1

Wait_Ack

head=last-1
ACK?
head:=head+1

head<last-1
NOT_OK!

head=last
OK!

DELTA!
rn:=0

l>head
REQ?(l)
rn:=0
last:=l

rn=max&
head>last+1
DELTA!

rn=max&
head<last-1
NOT_OK!

head>last+1
DELTA!

Send_Complete

rn<max&
pMsg=f[head]&
pBit=bit
MSG!(pMsg,pBit)
rn:=rn+1

rn>max
DELTA!

rn=max&
head=last
OK!

rn=max&
head=last-1
DONT_KNOW!

head=last-1
DONT_KNOW!

Wait_Timeout2

Figure 3: the IOSTS det(Sender ).

3.3 Deterministic IOSTS, and determinisation

An IOSTS is deterministic if it does not have internal actions, and in each location, the guards of
transitions labeled by the same action are mutually exclusive.
Denition 8 (deterministic IOSTS) An IOSTS hD  Q q0   T i is deterministic if int = ,
and, for all q 2 Q and for each pair of transitions with origin in q and labeled by the same action a:
hq a 1  G1  A1  q1 i and hq a 2  G2  A2  q2 i, the conjunction G1 ^ G2 is unsatisable.
Determinising an IOSTS S means computing a deterministic IOSTS det(S ) with the same traces
as S , i.e., Traces(det(S )) = Traces(S ). This operation is an important step of conformance test
generation (cf. Section 3.5). We brie!y present it below full details can be found in 19].
For the IOSTS Sender (cf. Fig. 2) the IOSTS det(Sender ) is shown in Fig. 3.

Determinisation

Determinisation consists in eliminating internal actions, followed by the resolution of nondeterministic choices that remain for the
observable actions. For eliminating internal actions, the idea is to compute the eect of any sequence of internal actions that leads
to an input- or output-labeled transition, and to encode this eect in the guard and assignments of the last transition. Let 1 ,
2 , : : : , n be a sequence of internal actions that leads to an input or output action a (see below). The guard and assignments
corresponding to i are Gi , Ai , and the guard (resp. assignments) corresponding to a are G, A. Then, the whole sequence is replaced
by a transition with origin l1 , destination ln+2 , action a, guard G1 (G2 A1 ) : : : (Gn An;1
A1 ) (G An An;1
A1 ),
and assignments A An An;1
A1 , where denotes function composition. The procedure terminates if the IOSTS does not
contain cycles of internal actions, a common hypothesis in conformance testing 18], which is made consistently through this paper.

1
2
l +1 a l +2
l1
l2
G1  A1
G2  A2
G A
G A
^
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The second step consists in postponing the eect of a nondeterministic choice on the observable actions that follow it. This amounts
to splitting, e.g., two transitions (with non-exclusive guards G1 , G2 and assignments A1 , A2 - see below) into three: one for the
case G1 G2 holds, another for the case when G2 G1 holds, and the last for the case G1 G2 holds. In the latter case, the
choice whether to assign the variables according to A1 or to A2 is postponed until the observable action that follows. Thus, if b is
the next action, then the assignment A1 should have been executed, hence, this assignment is composed with the guard and the
assignment corresponding to b (which produces the guard G3 A1 and assignment A3 A1 ). Similarly, if c is the next action, then
A2 should have been executed, which produces the guard G4 A2 and assignment A4 A2 . This procedure may not terminate
(e.g., if a = b and q4 = q1 , the postponing goes on forever), but it does terminate for a nontrivial subclass of IOSTS de ned in 19].
^ :

^ :

^







Gb
A3 3
q4

a
AG1 1
q2

q1

aG
A2 2
q3 c
G4
A4
q5



G1 ^A:Ga2

q1

a

GA2 ^ :G1
1
2
q
3
q
2
b
cG
G1 ^aG2
4
AG3 3 b
c A4
q
2
3
q4 G  A
q5
G
A33  A11
A44  AA22

3.4 Verication of Safety Properties

The problem considered here is: given a reactive system modeled by an IOSTS S , and a safety
property , does S satisfy ? We model properties using observers, which are deterministic IOSTS
equipped with a set of #bad$ locations the property is violated when a #bad$ location is reached.

Denition 9 (Observer) An observer is a deterministic IOSTS ! together with a set of dedicated
locations Violate!

Q! . Its language is

= f 2 ! j 9so 2 S!0  9q 2 Violate! :so ! ! qg
(3)
We say an observer (! Violate! ) is compatible with an IOSTS M , or with another observer
(M ViolateM ), if ! is compatible with M . The set of observers compatible with M is denoted (M ).
L(! Violate! )



For example, consider the following safety property of the BRP protocol: The sender cannot be
quiescent between a request and a conrmation . That is, between the REQ? input, and the OK!, or
NOT_OK!, or DONT_KNOW! outputs, the sender should always output something. The observer
for the negation of this property is depicted in Figure 4. The set of #bad$ locations is fViolateg. The
self-loops #*$ denote all actions that do not label other outgoing transitions.
l0

REQ?(m)

OK!

*
NOT_OK!

DONT_KNOW!

l1

*
DELTA!

Violate

Figure 4: Sample observer.

Denition 10 (IOSTS Satises Observer) For S an IOSTS and an observer (! Violate! ) 2 (M ),
we say S satises (! Violate! ), denoted by S j= (! Violate! ), if Traces(S ) \ L(! Violate! ) = .
For example, the IOSTS Sender depicted in Figure 2 does satisfy the observer depicted in Figure 4. This can be automatically veri ed using abstract interpretation techniques, e.g., using the
NBac tool 11], which has been incorporated in our STG (Symbolic Test Generation) tool 6]. First,
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STG computes the product Sender jj!, and then, NBac performs a symbolic reachability analysis (from
the initial states) and coreachability analysis (to the violating locations) of the product. In our example, the violating locations are found unreachable, hence, the property holds. In general, the analysis
might not allow to conclude, because of the over-approximations in the reachability and coreachability
analyses. Note that exact analyses are impossible in general, because the standard state-reachability
problem is undecidable for IOSTS (e.g., IOSTS subsume the class of 2-counter automata).
Finally, the parallel product of two observers can be seen as an observer as well:

Lemma 2 Given two compatible observers (! Violate! ) and (' Violate') the pair (!jj' Violate! 
Violate' ) is an observer, whose language is L(!jj' Violate! Violate' ) = L(! Violate! )\L(' Violate' ).
Note that this is not the only interpretation of the parallel product as an observer alternative choices
for the violating locations are, e.g., Violate!  (Q' n Violate' ), which indicates the violation of the
former observer, but not that of the latter and, (Q! n Violate! )  Violate' , which indicates the violation
of the latter, but not of the former observer. These notions are employed in Section 4 where we de ne
test cases for detecting violations of safety properties and of conformance to a speci cation.

3.5 Conformance Testing

A conformance relation formalises the set of implementations that behave consistently with a speci cation. An implementation I is not a formal object (it is a physical system) but, in order to reason about
conformance, it is necessary to assume that the behavior of I can be modeled by a formal object in the
same class as the speci cation (i.e., an IOSTS), and having a compatible interface with it. Moreover,
the implementation is assumed to be input-complete, i.e., all its inputs are enabled all the time.
These assumptions are called test hypothesis in conformance testing. The central notion in conformance testing is that of conformance relation we rephrase the ioco relation de ned by Tretmans 18].

Denition 11 (Conformance) For compatible IOSTS S  I (cf. Def. 5),
I ioco S  Traces(S  ) ( !  f g) \ Traces(I  ) Traces(S  ):
Intuitively, an implementation I ioco-conforms to its speci cation S , if, after each trace of the quiescent

IOSTS S  , the implementation only exhibits outputs and quiescences allowed by S . Hence, in this
framework, the speci cation is partial with respect to inputs, i.e., after an input that is not described by
the speci cation, the implementation may have any behaviour, without violating conformance to the
speci cation. This corresponds to the intuition that a speci cation models a given set of services that
must be provided by a system a particular implementation of the system may implement more services
than speci ed, but these additional features should not be accounted for in conformance testing.

Example. After an initial input REQ?(;1), which is not accepted by the speci cation Sender ,

every trace conforms to the speci cation, because the conformance relation constrains only outputs.
On the other hand, assume an implementation I of the Sender process depicted in Figure 1, such
that I  behaves just as the IOSTS Sender depicted in Figure 2, except for input-completeness and
for the initial condition max  1, which is omitted. Then, it is not hard to check that REQ?(1)
MSG!(f (0) true) is a trace of I  . Hence, the implementation I does not conform to Sender, because
Sender does not have traces of the form REQ? MSG! . This is because (cf. Section 3.4) Sender
satis es the observer depicted in Fig. 4, but sequences of the form REQ? MSG! violate this observer.
The second part of the above example has highlighted the fact a non-conformance between implementation and speci cation may be indicated by the fact that the former violates a safety property
that the latter satis es. We now show how to relate conformance testing to the satisfaction of safety
properties, and how to generate test cases for attempting to violate them individually or one at a time.
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4 Test Generation for Safety and Conformance
This section shows how to generate a test case from a speci cation using a safety property as a guide.
The test case attempts to detect violations of the property by an implementation of the system and
violations of the conformance between the implementation and the speci cation. Moreover, if the
veri cation step (Section 3.4) could not establish whether the speci cation satis es the property, the
test cases may also detect violations of the property by the speci cation as well.
All inconsistencies between implementation, speci cation, and property discovered in this manner
are returned to the uses under the form of test verdicts. We show that the test cases generated by our
method always return correct verdicts. In this sense, the test generation method itself is correct.

Outline. We rst de ne the output-completion !(M ) of any deterministic IOSTS M . We then
show that the output-completion of any IOSTS of the form det(S  ) obtained by suspending and then

determinising a given IOSTS S (cf. Sections 3.2, 3.3) can be seen as a canonical tester 4] for S and
the ioco relation de ned in Section 3.5. (A canonical tester for a speci cation with respect to a
given relation allows, in principle, to detect every implementation that disagrees with the speci cation
according to the relation). This derives from the fact, proved below, that ioco-conformance to a
speci cation S is equivalent to satisfying (a safety property described by) an observer obtained from
!(det(S  )). Finally, by composing this observer with an arbitrary observer (! Violate! ) we obtain test
cases for checking the conformance to S and/or the satisfaction of the property de ned by (! Violate! ).
Denition 12 (output-completion) Given a deterministic IOSTS M with locations L, variables V ,
actions , transitions T , and alphabet  = ?  !, the output completion of M , denoted !(M ), is an
IOSTS obtained from M by adding a new location FailM 2= L, and for each l 2 L and a 2 !, a transition
with origin l, destination FailM , action a, assignments (x := x)x V , and guard t= lt at GtAt lt0 :Gt .
2

V

h

i2T

That is, any output not reable in M becomes reable in ! (M ) and leads to the new (deadlock)
location FailM . The output-completion of a deterministic IOSTS M can be seen as an observer by
choosing the singleton fFailM g in De nition 12 as the set of violating locations. Its language satis es:
Lemma 3 For a deterministic IOSTS M, L(!(M ) fFailM g) = Traces(M ): !M n Traces(M ).
The following lemma says that ioco-conformance to a speci cation is basically a safety property:
Lemma 4 For compatible IOSTS I , S : I ioco S i I  j= (!(det(S  )) fFaildet(S )g).


Proof : By Def. 11,

ioco

I
S is just Traces(S  ) ( S  f g) \ Traces(I  )
Traces(S  ), which
is equivalent to Traces(S  ) ( S  f g) n Traces(S  )] \ Traces(I  ) = . Using Lemma 3, this is just
L(! (det(S  )) fFaildet(S  ) g)\Traces(I  ) = , which, by Def. 10, is just I  j= (! (det(S  )) fFaildet(S  ) g).

The lemma also says that the IOSTS !(det(S  )) is a canonical tester for ioco-conformance to S .
Indeed, I  j= (! (det(S  )) fFaildet(S ) g) can be interpreted as the fact that execution of !(det(S  ))
on the implementation I never reaches the Fail location, i.e., it never leads to a #Fail$ verdict the fact
that this is equivalent to I ioco S (as stated by Lemma 4) amounts to having a canonical tester 4].
A canonical tester is, in principle, enough for detecting all implementations that do not conform to a
given speci cation. However, our goal in this paper is to detect, in addition to such non-conformances,
some potential violations of some (additional) safety properties. The additional properties typically
originate from the system's requirements. The observers (cf. De nition 9) employed for expressing the
properties also serve as a test selection mechanism they allow to choose among the many possible
interactions between the canonical tester and an implementation.
We rst note that for M a deterministic IOSTS and (! Violate! ) 2 (M ), the IOSTS !jj! (M )
is deterministic and compatible with M . It can be interpreted as an observer of M by identifying its
set of violating locations. Let for now this set be fFailM g  Violate! , denoted by ViolateFail!jj ! (M ) .2


2

The subscript is omitted whenever it is clear from the context.
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Lemma 5 (Violate-Fail language)
L(! jj! (M ) ViolateFail!jj ! (M ) ) = L(! Violate! ) \ Traces(M )
Proof :
L(! jj! (M ) ViolateFail!jj ! (M ) ) =
=

L(! Violate! ) \ L(! (M ) fFailM g)
L(! Violate! ) \

M n Traces(M )]:
!

(by Lemma 2)

Traces(M ): !M n Traces(M )] (by Lemma 3)

The IOSTS !jj! (det(S  )) will play an important role and deserves a de nition of its own:



Denition 13 (test(S  !)) For an IOSTS S and (! Violate! ) 2 (S  ), test(S  !)  !jj!(det(S  )).
In the rest of the section we show that every test(S  ! ) can be seen as a test case that re nes the
canonical tester, by identifying the traces in which the property described by (! Violate! ) is violated.
Proposition 1 For compatible IOSTS S  I ,
I ioco S i 8(! Violate! ) 2 (S  ): I  j= (test(S  ! ) ViolateFailtest(S ,!) ).
Proof : ())
I ioco S ) (cf. Lemma 4)
I  j= (! (det(S  )) fFaildet(S ) g) ) (cf. De nition 10)
Traces(I  ) \ L(! (det(S  )) fFaildet(S ) g) = )
8(! Violate! ) 2 (S  ). Traces(I  ) \ L(! Violate! ) \ L(! (det(S  )) fFaildet(S ) g) =






(cf. De nitions 10 and 13)
8(! Violate! ) 2 (S  ): I  j= (test(S  ! ) ViolateFailtest(S ,!) ).
)

(() First, note that (!(det(S  )) Faildet(S )) is an observer of S  . Then,
8(! Violate! ) 2 (S  ):I  j= (test(S  ! ) ViolateFailtest(S ,!) ) ) (cf. Def. 13 and above observation)
I  j= (! (det(S  )) Faildet(S ) )jj(! (det(S  )) Faildet(S ) )] )
I  j= (! (det(S  )) Faildet(S ) ) which, by Lemma 4, is equivalent to I ioco S .









Interpretation. The IOSTS test(S  !) can be seen as a test case to be executed in parallel with an

implementation I . Proposition 1 says that if this execution enters a location in ViolateFailtest(S,!) (=
Violate! fFail ! (det(S )) g), then the implementation violates both the property de ned by (! Violate! )
and the conformance to speci cation S . In this situation, the ViolateFail verdict is given:


ViolateFail: the implementation violates the property and the conformance
We now consider another interpretation of the IOSTS !jj! (M ), which leads to another test verdict.
By choosing the violating locations to be (Q! n Violate! )  fFailM g (rather than Violate!  fFailM g), we
obtain a dierent observer. We denote by Fail!jj ! (M ) the set (Q! n Violate! )  fFailM g. The subscript
is omitted whenever is is clear from the context. The new observer satis es:
Lemma 6 (Fail language) L(!jj!(M ) Fail!jj !(M )) Traces(M ): !M n Traces(M ).
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Proof : By Lemma 2, L(!jj!(M ) Fail!jj !(M )) = L(!(M ) FailM )\L(! (Q! nViolate! )) L(!(M ) FailM)
and, by Lemma 3, L(!(M ) FailM ) = Traces(M ) !M n Traces(M ).

Proposition 2 For compatible IOSTS I  S and (! Violate! ) 2 (S  ),
I ioco S ) I  j= (test(S  ! ) Failtest(S ,!) ):
Proof : By Def. 11, I ioco S is Traces(S  ) ( S  f g) \ Traces(I  ) Traces(S  ), which is equivalent
to Traces(S  ) ( S  f g) n Traces(S  )] \ Traces(I  ) = . Using Lemma 6 and De nition 13, this
implies L(test(S  ! ) Failtest(S,!) ) \ Traces(I  ) = , which, by Def. 10, is I  j= (test(S  ! ) Failtest(S,!) ). 
Proposition 2 says that when test(S  !) enters a location in the set Failtest(S ,!) (= (Q! n Violate! ) 
) when executed on an implementation I , then I violates conformance to S . The
property ! is not violated (the Violate! set is not entered). In this case, the Fail verdict is given:
fFail! (det(S  )) g

Fail: the implementation violates the conformance, but not the property
A third interpretation of the IOSTS !jj! (M ) as an observer can be given, by choosing the set of
violating locations to be Violate!  QM . We denote this set by Violate!jj ! (M ) , and omit the subscript
whenever it is clear from the context. The language of this observer satis es:
Lemma 7 (Violate language) L(!jj!(M ) Violate!jj !(M )) = L(! Violate! ) \ Traces(M ).

Proof : L(M QM ) = Traces(M ) and by Lemma 2, L(!jj!(M ) Violate!jj !(M ) ) = L(M QM ) \
L(! Violate! ).

Proposition 3 For compatible IOSTS I  S and observer (! Violate! ) 2 (S  ),
(a) S  j= (! Violate! ) ) I  j= (test(S  !) Violatetest(S,!) )
(b) I  j= (! Violate! ) ) I  j= (test(S  !) Violatetest(S ,!) )
Proof : (a) By Def. 10, S  j= (! Violate! ) is Traces(S  ) \ L(! Violate! ) = , which implies
Traces(I  ) \ Traces(det(S  )) \L(! Violate! ) =  by Lemma 7 we get I  j= (test(S  !) Violatetest(S,!) ).

(b) is proved in a similar manner (replace the rst two occurrences of S  by I  in the above proof). 
Proposition 3 says that when test(S  ! ) enters a location in Violatetest(S,!) (= Violate!  Qdet(S ) )
when executed on an implementation I , then a violation of the property by both speci cation and
implementation is detected. In this case, the Violate verdict is given:


Violate: the speci cation and the implementation violate the property

Discussion. Propositions 1, 2, and 3 show that the test generation algorithm, i.e., the construction
of the IOSTS test(S  ! ) is correct, in the sense that the verdicts ViolateFail (resp. Fail) correctly

detect the violation of the property and of the conformance (resp. of the conformance only) by the
implementation. This holds irrespectively of whether the speci cation satis es the property or not
(which may not always be possible to establish). The test case execution may detect violations of the
property by the speci cation (using the Violate verdict, whose correctness is proved as well).
A natural question that arises is why a violation of the property by the implementation is always
detected simultaneously with either (1) a violation of the property by the speci cation or (2) a violation
of the conformance between implementation and speci cation. The reason is that our test cases are
extracted from the speci cation, i.e., they only contain traces of the speci cation. An implementation
may only violate a property without (1) or (2) occurring when it executes a trace that diverges at
some point from the speci cation by an input indeed, as seen in Section 3.5, this does not compromise
conformance and, of course, the speci cation does not violate the property on such a trace because it
does not contain it. However, such traces are excluded from the generated test cases by construction.
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rn=0 & head=0&
max>=1 & bit=true
Wait_Req_l0

DELTA?

m>head
REQ!(m)
last:=m
Send_File_l1

head<last-1
ACK!
head:=head+1
rn:=0,bit:=not bit
Wait_Ack_l1

rn=max&
head<last-1
NOT_OK?

m>head
REQ!(m)
rn:=0
last:=m

ViolateFail

Send_Complete_l1

rn=max & head=last
OK?
head=last-1
DONT_KNOW?

DELTA?
rn:=0

rn<max & pMsg=f[head] & pBit=bit|MSG?(pMsg,pBit)|rn:=rn+1
DELTA?

head=last-1
ACK!
head:=head+1

DELTA? head=last
OK?

pMsg=f[head]& pBit=bit
MSG?(pMsg,pBit)
rn:=rn+1

rn=max & head=last-1
DONT_KNOW?

head<last-1
NOT_OK?

ViolateFail
Wait_Timeout2_l0

Figure 5: Test Case obtained from Sender (Figure 1) and Observer (Figure 4).

Building an actual test case. To build an actual test case from test(S  !), all inputs are trans-

formed into outputs and reciprocally (this operation is called mirror  in the test execution process,
the actions of the implementation and those of the test case must complement each other). Finally,
the result is automatically analysed using the NBac tool 11] for statically detecting and eliminating
transitions that cannot lead to the ViolateFail verdict any more. This operation is described in
Section 5.
For the Sender IOSTS depicted in Figure 1 and the observer depicted in Figure 4, the corresponding
test case is depicted in Figure 5. For better readability, the transitions leading to Fail have not been
represented, and the location corresponding to the ViolateFail verdict has been duplicated.
For example, an implementation performing a sequence of the form REQ? MSG! leads to
ViolateFail it has already been pointed out at the end of Section 3.5 that such an implementation
exhibiting violates both the property described by the observer (! Violate! ) (Fig 4) and the conformance to the speci cation Sender (Fig 1). Finally, note that the test case does not have a Violate
verdict, because (cf. Section 3.4) Sender does satisfy the property described by (! Violate! ).

5 Pruning a Test Case
The main goal of the testing process is to detect violations of the system's required properties by the
system's implementation. In this section we outline a technique for statically detecting and eliminating
locations and transitions of a test case (generated from a speci cation and a property as described in
Section 4) from which this goal cannot be achieved any more, i.e., from which violations of the property
by the implementation cannot be detected. Hence, this operation constitutes an optimisation, in the
sense that it allows to terminate test execution earlier, whenever it becomes clear that no future
violations of the property may be detected. We show that the operation preserves test case correctness.
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The violation of a property - described as an observer (! Violate! ) - by an implementation is materialised by reaching the ViolateFail and Violate sets of locations in the IOSTS test(S  ! )(cf. Section 4).
We only deal here with the reachability of ViolateFail the reachability of Violate can be dealt with in
a similar manner. To simplify the presentation, we assume that there is only one ViolateFail location.
Then, (cf. De nition 3) we are interested in states that are not coreachable for the location
ViolateFail. It should be quite clear that computing the exact coreachable set of a location is impossible
in general, however, there exist techniques to compute over-approximations of these sets. We here use
one such technique based on abstract interpretation and implemented in the NBac tool 11]. Given a
location q of an IOSTS, the tool computes, for each location l, a symbolic coreachable state for q:

Denition 14 (symbolic coreachable state) For l q two locations of an IOSTS S , we say hl 'l

qi

!

is a symbolic coreachable state for q if 'l q is a formula on the variables and constants of the IOSTS
such that, if a state of the form hl vi is coreachable for q, then v j= 'l q holds.
!

!

I.e., hl 'l q i over-approximates the set of states at location l that are coreachable for the location q.
!

Denition 15 (pruning) For an IOSTS S and an observer (! Violate! ) from the set (S  ), let
prune(S  ! ) be the IOSTS computed as follows.
 rst, the IOSTS mirror (test(S  ! )) is computed as in Section 4. Let L be its set of locations, T
its set of transitions, and  = !  ? its alphabet, where ! = ?S and ? = !S  f g,



then, for each location l 2 L, a symbolic coreachable state hl 'l ViolateFail i for the location
ViolateFail is computed,
next, for each location l 2 l of the IOSTS, and each transition t 2 T with origin l, guard G, and
label a,
!

 if a 2 ! then

if the conjunction G ^ 'l ViolateFail is unsatisable, then t is removed from the set T ,
otherwise, the guard of t becomes G ^ 'l ViolateFail
 if a 2 ?, then
 the guard of t becomes G ^ 'l ViolateFail
 a new transition is added to T , with origin l, destination Inconc, action a, guard
G ^ :'l ViolateFail , and identity assignments. Here, Inconc 2= L is a new location.



!

!

!

!

Interpretation. The pruning operation consists essentially in removing some transitions (and chang-

ing the destination of others) by which the ViolateFail location cannot be reached any more. If such
a #useless$ transition is labeled by an output, then it may be removed from the test case (a test case
controls its outputs, hence, it may decide not to perform an output if violations of the property cannot be detected afterwards). On the other hand, inputs cannot be prevented from occurring, hence,
the transitions labeled by inputs, by which the ViolateFail location cannot be reached any more, are
reoriented to a new location. The new location is called Inconc, and it may be interpreted as a verdict:

Inconc: future simultaneous violations of the property and of conformance cannot be detected
By pruning the test case some more to eliminate states that are not coreachable to Violate, the Inconc
verdict can be strengthened to #future violations of the property cannot be detected$.
In the rest of this section we prove that the pruning operation preserves the correctness of test
cases. The following lemma allows to de ne a sequence of transitions that #matches$ a trace.
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Lemma 8 (support of a trace) If : 12 n is a trace of a deterministic IOSTS S , then,
there exist states si (i = 1 n) of S such that si !i si+1 for i = 1 : : :  n, and there exists a sequence of
transitions ti = hqi  ai  Gi  i  Ai  qi+1 i (i = 1 : : : n) of the IOSTS such that, for i = 1 : : : n,
 si = hqi  vi i, for some valuations vi of the variables and constants of the IOSTS,
 i = hai  wi i, for some valuation wi of the parameters i ,
the valuations of variables, symbolic constants, and parameters dened by vi and wi satisfy the
guard Gi, i.e., hvi  wi i j= Gi .
In this case, the sequence of transitions (ti )i=1::: n is called a support of the trace .


Proof : Follows directly the semantics of IOSTS and the de nition of deterministic IOSTS (Def. 8).

The next lemma gives necessary conditions under which a sequence of transitions supports a trace.
Lemma 9 (support and symbolic coreachability) Let : 1 2 n be a trace of a deterministic IOSTS S let ti = hqi  ai  Gi  i  Ai  qi+1 i (i = 1 : : :  n) be a sequence of transitions that supports
and let hqi  'qi qn+1 i (i = 1 : : : n) be symbolic coreachability sets for the location qn+1 . Then, for
all i = 1 : : : n, the formula Gi ^ 'qi qn+1 is satisable. Moreover, the sequence of modied transitions
ti = hqi  ai  Gi ^ 'qi qn+1  i  Ai  qi+1i (i = 1 : : : n) is a support for the trace as well.
!

!

0

!

Proof : For i = 1 : : :  n, let i = hai wi i. By Lemma 8, there exist states si = hqi vi i such that (1)
hvi  wi i j= Gi . Moreover, by hypothesis, hqi  'qi qn+1 i is a symbolic coreachability set for qn+1 , and it
is not hard to see that si i!n qn+1  hence, by De nition 14, (2) vi j= 'qi qn+1 . Now, (1) and (2)
imply that hvi  wi i j= Gi ^ 'qi qn+1 , and we have proved that Gi ^ 'qi qn+1 is satis able.
Finally, since si = hqi  vi i, i = hai  wi i, and hvi  wi i j= Gi ^ 'qi qn+1 for i = 1 : : :  n, the
sequence of transitions ti = hqi  ai  Gi ^ 'qi qn+1  i  Ai  qi+1 i (i = 1 : : : n) satis es all the conditions
(cf. Lemma 8) for being a support for the trace : 1 2 n , and the proof is done.

The following facts can be proved about the languages of prune(S  !):
Lemma 10 (languages of prune(S  !) and languages of test(S  !))
(1) L(prune(S  !) ViolateFail) = L(test(S  !) ViolateFail)
(2) L(prune(S  !) Fail) L(test(S  !) Fail)
(3) L(prune(S  !) Violate) L(test(S  !) Violate).
!



!

!

!

!

0

Proof : (sketch)
 L(prune(S  ! ) ViolateFail)

!

L(test(S  ! ) ViolateFail): let 2 L(prune(S  ! ) ViolateFail).
Then, by Lemma 8, there exists a sequence of transitions of prune(S  ! ) that supports . By construction of prune(S  !) (cf. De nition 15), this sequence is of the form t0i = hqi  ai  Gi ^ 'qi!qn+1  i  Ai  qi+1 i
(i = 1 : : : n), such that, for all i = 1 : : : n, hqi  ai  Gi  i  Ai  qi+1 i is a transition of test(S  !), and
qn+1 = ViolateFail. Indeed, all locations qi of the sequence must be locations of test(S  !) - the
only location of prune(S  !) that is not a location of test(S  !) is Inconc, which is a deadlock, i.e.,
ViolateFail is not reachable from it, which contradicts qn+1 = ViolateFail and prune(S  !) is obtained
by strengthening the guards of transitions of test(S  !) with the corresponding predicates 'qi !qn+1 .
Then, the sequence of transitions of test(S  ! ): ti = hqi  ai  Gi  i  Ai  qi+1 i (i = 1 : : : n) satis es all
the conditions of Lemma 8, i.e., it supports the sequence , which implies 2 L(test(S  ! ) ViolateFail).
 L(prune(S  ! ) ViolateFail)  L(test(S  ! ) ViolateFail): Let 2 L(test(S  ! ) ViolateFail).
Then, by Lemma 8, there exists a sequence of transitions of test(S  !): ti = hqi  ai  Gi  i  Ai  qi+1 i
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(i = 1 : : : n) that supports the sequence , and qn+1 = ViolateFail. By Lemma 9, the sequence of
modi ed transitions ti = hqi  ai  Gi ^ 'qi qn+1  i  Ai  qi+1 i (i = 1 : : : n) supports as well, and, by
construction, all the transitions of the sequence ti (i = 1 : : : n) also belong to prune(S  ! ). Indeed (cf.
De nition 15), the only transitions of test(S  ! ) that are removed, or whose destination is changed
to Inconc in prune(S  !), are those whose guard Gi is inconsistent with 'qi qn+1 , and Lemma 9
guarantees that such transitions cannot belong to the sequence ti (i = 1 : : : n). Hence, is supported
by the sequence ti (i = 1 : : : n), in prune(S  ! ), i.e., 2 L(prune(S  ! ) ViolateFail).
 The proofs of the inclusions (2) and (3) are similar to the proof of the inclusion of (1),
by considering the Fail and Violate locations, respectively, instead of ViolateFail.
.
0

!

!

0

Corollary 1 (languages of prune(S  !))
(1) L(prune(S  !) ViolateFail) = L(! Violate! ) \ Traces(S  ) (
(2) L(prune(S  !) Fail) Traces(S  ) ( !S  f g) n Traces(S  )
(3) L(prune(S  !) Violate) L(! Violate! ) \ Traces(S  ).


S  f g) n Traces(S )]
!

Our nal result is then:

Theorem 1 (correctness of prune(S  !)) The test case prune(S  !) is correct, i.e., Propositions 1, 2
and 3 (cf. Section 4) that characterise correctness still hold when test(S  !) is replaced with prune(S  ! ).
Proof :(Sketch) For Propositions 1, 2, it is enough to note that items (1) and (2) of Corollary 1 state
exactly the same properties about the languages of prune(S  !) as Lemmas 5, 6 about the languages
of test(S  !), respectively. Moreover, Lemmas 5, 6 are the only facts about test(S  !) employed in the
proofs of Propositions 1, 2 (respectively). Hence, these propositions hold for prune(S  !) as well.
For Proposition 3, we note that item (3) of Corollary 1 for prune(S  !) is weaker that the corresponding Lemma 7 for test(S  !): only a language inclusion holds (instead of an equality), but, trivially,
the inclusion is enough for establishing that Proposition 3 holds for prune(S  !).


6 Conclusion and Related Work
A system may be viewed at several levels of abstraction: high-level properties, operational specication,
and nal, black-box implementation. In the proposed framework, these views are modeled using InputOutput Symbolic Transition Systems (IOSTS), which are labeled transition systems that operate on
symbolic variables and communicate with the environment through input and output actions carrying
parameters. (The IOSTS for the black-box implementation is unknown, only its existence is assumed.)
A conformance relation links the implementation and the speci cation, and a satisfaction relation
links them both with the required properties. A validation methodology is proposed for checking
these relations, i.e., for detecting inconsistencies between the dierent views of the system: First,
the properties are automatically veri ed on the speci cation using abstract interpretation techniques.
Then, test cases are automatically generated from the speci cation and the properties, and are executed
on the implementation of the system. If the veri cation step was successful, that is, it has established
that the speci cation satis es a property, then the test execution may detect the violation of the
property by the implementation and the violation of the conformance relation between implementation
and speci cation. On the other hand, if the veri cation step did not conclude (i.e., it did not allow
to prove or to disprove a property), then the test execution may additionally detect a violation of the
property by the speci cation. Any inconsistencies obtained in this manner are reported to the user in
the form of test verdicts. The approach is proved correct and is illustrated on the BRP protocol 9].
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Related Work. In addition to the references given in Section 1 we list a few more related works.

In 7] an approach to generate tests from a speci cation and from observers describing linear-time
temporal logic requirements is described. The generated test cases do not check for conformance, they
only check that the implementation does not violate the requirements.
The approach described in 2] considers a speci cation S and an invariant P assumed to hold on
S . Then, mutants S of S are built using standard mutation operators, and a combined machine
is generated, which extends sequences of S with sequences of S . Next, a model checker is used to
generate sequences that violate P , which prove that S is a mutant of S violating P . Finally, the
obtained sequences are interpreted as test cases to be executed on the implementation.
The authors of 8], start from a speci cation S and a property P (expressed in temporal logic)
assumed to be satis ed by S , and use the ability of model checkers to construct counter-examples
for :P on S . These counter-examples can be interpreted as witnesses of P on S . The paper 10]
exploits this idea to describing coverage criteria in temporal logic and generating test cases using
model-checking.
The approaches described in all these papers rely on model checking, hence, they only work for
nite-state systems moreover, they do not take nondeterminism into account, do not formally de ne
a conformance relation, and do not formally relate satisfaction of properties to conformance testing.
A dierent approach for combining model checking and black-box testing is black-box checking 14].
Under some rather strict assumptions on the implementation (among others: the implementation is
deterministic an upper bound n on its number of states is known), the black-box checking approach
constructs a complete test suite (the size of which is exponential in n) for checking properties expressed
by B'chi automata. The approach mixes interesting concepts from game theory and learning theory.
0

0

0
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